GET THE POWER OF THE PACK
Crush Phishing Threats With Real Teams, In Real Time

Commercially available email threat feeds intended to support phishing mitigation are also outdated, inaccurate,
require human analysis and contain too many false positives to be effective. Today’s are attacks are more
sophisticated and organizations of all sizes struggle to remain current.
What if your email security solution was automatically notified of new email phishing threats the second they
intercepted by other security teams? Imagine your security response capabilities automated alongside that of others,
many with vastly more resources, to help protect your business against any breach as soon as anyone on the platform
(“target zero”) detects the attack.

“

Phishing remediation through crowdsourcing...that’s the ticket.

CISO -- Global Financial Services firm

Working Together, We Can Detect Faster
Knowledge is power. With IRONSCALES, you belong to a private global cybersecurity community of professional security teams.
When the platform detects an attack on any network, in any location, at any time, our technology immediately registers the details
and actively protecting all other users on the platform. If we find a match, IRONSCALES immediately blocks or remediates the
attack from all inboxes across the organization, at scale, eliminating the threat entirely across all endpoints.

“

The key differentiator for IRONSCALES is the detection of polymorphic attacks...using
machine learning algorithms and Automated & Collective Phishing Campaign Detection
through its decentralized threat intelligence community.
Frost & Sullivan

Phishing Attacks Are Morphing At Scale
Typical email threat feeds intended to support phishing mitigation are outdated before you add them to your systems. These
threat feeds require time-consuming manual intervention due to the magnitude and sophistication of attacks.
IRONSCALES changes the model from being “always behind” to being forward leaning in real time — no more outdated feeds
of IP addresses and signatures. You will see what other teams are experiencing, and acting on, in real time. with IRONSCALES,
you’ll have visibility and insights into how other incident responders’ decisions and actions. It can all happen automatically, so your
security teams only get involved when they think they need to (and they can set the threshold for that).

Proactive, Automatic Cybersecurity Defense
IRONSCALES takes advantage of collaboration and democratized decision-making from our private global customer base, giving
you an entire virtual analyst community for real-time, human-verified, actionable threat intelligence from the world’s top security

“

experts and SOCs. The ongoing level and depth of collaboration enables organizations and users to get ahead of the game against
emerging threats.

Vendor-provided signatures of phishing email attacks are much too slow to provide
effective security. For example, a representative sample of signatures from Microsoft
Advanced Threat Protection took between 6 days to more than 250 days from the time a
phishing email attack was first reported, to the time a signature was made available
to enterprise technical staff,
Aberdeen Research

Key Features And Benefits
Logs threats immediately and anonymously across the entire IRONSCALES customer base
Leverages the skills/experience of more security professionals than any other solutions
Relies on human-verified phishing intelligence to reduce false positives
Syncs alerts with other tools on the platform to automate detection and remediation
Blocks emerging threats faster by leveraging peer community

The Power Of Now
A Self-Learning Email Security Platform to Stop
Tomorrow’s Phishing Attacks Today
For both security professionals and end-users, we
offer a single platform with push-button protection,
giving you simplicity and speed for accelerated
visibility and control. Our platform works from the
inside out to protect your organization of any and all
types of phishing attacks, especially those that get
past traditional SEGs.

Come Get The Power Of Now. ironscales.com
Everything is just a click away, from initial installation to threat identification and removal.
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